Keith Welsh’s accomplishments and commitment to soccer were acknowledged with his induction into the Mount Pearl Soccer Association (MPSA) Hall of Fame in the year 1997 as a “Builder”. Keith was one of the founding executive members of the MPSA, spending 11 years as its Treasurer as well as contributing considerably to the fundraising activities the MPSA supports.

Keith has also been recognized for the 15 years he spent as a committed class III Minor Official with the MPSA, officiating at various house league games and several Provincial minor tournaments hosted by the sports community of Mount Pearl.

Keith dedicated his time as a minor house league coach with various age groups within the Mount Pearl program. In the late 1970’s Keith took part in mandating and facilitating the completion of various applications for numerous government grants for the MPSA soccer community. The obtainment of these grants led to the development of the Upper Smallwood Field and the construction of the original “Soccer Hut”.

Keith’s professionalism throughout the financial processing for several MPSA programs has granted, in part, the MPSA with the proficient demeanor it proudly portrays today.

The Mount Pearl Sport Alliance recognizes Keith Welsh’s outstanding contributions with his induction to the Mount Pearl Sports Hall of Fame.